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The Healthy Homemade Dog Food Cookbook has recipes for all dogs - including healthy dogs as

well as dogs with various health conditions.It includes vegetarian, gluten-free and special occasion

dog food recipes, BARF diet advice, general dog health and nutritional considerations, including

what you should never feed your dog to keep it happy and healthy. Check out the recipes for

diabetic dogs, dogs with heart conditions, food sensitivities and allergies, and learn how to make

tasty dog biscuits, stews, fishcakes, cinnamon apple crisps, dehydrated food, christmas and

thanksgiving dog food recipes, and many more recipes your dog will absolutely love. This book will

even show you how to make natural shampoo and conditioner for your best pal.Written by a chef

and dog-lover, the "Beg Worthy" recipes in this cookbook will have them beggin' for more!Every

good dog deserves to be spoiled. This book goes out to all the loyal companions out there that give

so much but don't expect much in return - only love, and hopefully, some tasty food! - Charlie Fox
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This is an excellent book. Not only will you learn how to make homemade food for your dog, but you



will also learn a lot about your dog's dietary needs. There is even a chapter in this book that

compares commercial dog food to homemade dog food. Many times commercial dog food may not

be the best thing for your dog. This ebook has a variety of excellent recipes and all of them are

healthy. My dog's favorite recipe is the pork and apple pops. Download a copy today. Your dog will

not be disappoint and neither will you.

This book is right on time. All over the news there are articles about the crap that we as humans are

fed. If we are not looked after, then let's imagine what the dog food companies are feeding to our

dogs. We buy it every week because it's convenient and we can simply pour it in to the bowl, but we

can do better by our 4 legged friends.This book is great! It includes a lot of recipes for all types of

dogs. I tried quite a few - even some that were not specific to my dog and he loved it and I felt better

about doing it.Add this to your bookshelf for dog's sake.

Excellent information. Simplistic, concise explanations and great recipes. Does miss the opportunity

for doggy deserts such as doggy ice cream.

Just yesterday I discovered that I could feed my Lhasa Apso puppy with bananas--she loves it.

Today is another awesome discovery: that there is actually such a thing as the `Healthy Homemade

Dog Food Cookbook!' And it is written by an actual chef, Charlie Fox! I can't tell you enough what a

godsend this book is.If you're like me who dote on your dogs and adore them to high heavens, you

understand what home-cooked meals mean for them. Sure, there are so-called "home-cooked

meals" from a can which you only need to microwave, but any self-respecting dog owner would

make the effort of actually preparing and cooking nice-tasting meals to their beloved four-legged

friends. That's why Charlie Fox's amazing book is something that deserves its own lofty place in any

dog lover's kitchen--it contains a treasure trove of 60-plus recipes that Fox guarantees will delight

your dogs. Imagine preparing the easy-to-make recipes while your dog watches in

anticipation--these are bonding moments you'll cherish.Most importantly, the book allows you to

control what your dog eats, especially if they have certain health conditions. Obviously, the author

has painstakingly made sure the book provides comprehensive information about managing the diet

of your dog--there are recipes for dogs with heart disease, diabetes, even common allergies. You'll

even learn what foods are best for--and what never to give--your dogs.I highly recommend Fox's

book to anyone who loves their dogs--I can't forget my dog's utter happiness the first time she

tasted the chicken risotto--believe me, the extra effort of preparing and cooking for your dog is so



much worth it. Seeing them so happy is priceless. Get a copy of this book now--or send this as a gift

to anyone you know who owns or loves dogs--they will thank you for it!

I cook my dog's treats and food and decided to give this cookbook a try. My dog is very picky so

some of the recipes I had to liven up with Halo's Food Dressing for him to eat. Overall the recipes

are fairly to follow and are in grams or ounces measurements. I'm happy I found this on  as it gives

my dog a break from the usual brown rice and chicken.

What I really love about this book is that it gives you the feeding proportions at the bottom of each

page under the recipe. I bought 2 other cook books for my dog but I could not find how much to feed

and every recipe may not have the same amount of calories do it's important to know.

I purchased this book because it had a section for dog with allergies. Unfortunately, there are no

useful recipes in this section. Also, non of the recipes contain nutrition info, which is important for

my senior dog watching his weight.

The author was apparently British because some of the ingredients were a little odd. But, assuming

minced beef is the same as our hamburger meat, I think I'll be fine following the recipes. I have

been cooking for my dog for a awhile now and look forward to changing things up for her. All the

recipes seem to be healthy and I know she will be happy with the variety.
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